“You win
some, you
lose
some”
Lathallan
Eastwood

Netball News

After a 16-4
victory
against
Castlehead
High, the S2
girls hoped for more
success in the Scottish
Cup tournament.

24 - 3

They were to play
Lathallan High School, a
boarding school located
in Aberdeen.
Unfortunately, Lathallan
had a very strong start;
scoring 9 goals in the first
quarter. They had a very
strong defence and
although Eastwood were
trying their best they
couldn’t always keep up
with the pace of the
game.
On numerous occasions,
both teams were pulledup for footwork which
caused Eastwood to lose
out on getting chances to
score in the circle.
Going into the second
quarter, Lathallan made a
couple of changes
regarding positions but
their team continued to
maintain their quality of
play. Eastwood had many
attempts at the net but
Lathallan were very good
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at intercepting and
jumping high. Alex
Cuthbertson (Goal
Shooter) luckily managed
to score which helped
Eastwood gain a little
more confidence.
Throughout the third
quarter there were many
footwork issues from
both teams once again.
Eastwood received quite
a few free passes which
lead to some shooting
attempts. Lathallan also
missed some goals but
ended the third quarter
with 11-1.
For the final quarter
Eastwood came back
fighting and managed to
score two goals. Their
passes were stronger,
they communicated well
as a team by calling for
the ball and simply
working nicely together.
Despite the fact that this
was a disappointing
game, they didn’t fail to
maintain their high-level
of enthusiasm and their
team-spirit truly shone.
The finishing score was
24-3 and Lathallan High
pupils elected Natalie
Hendrie as ‘Player of the
By Abigail Watson and Ayesha Khan

Match.’ Congratulations
Natalie!
Miss Watt and Miss
Shannon concluded the
game with the words
“You win some, you lose
some.”
Let’s just hope Eastwood
are lucky next time!
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